
Simple6 RPG System 

Roll: Roll d6 + modifier
Advantage: Roll twice take highest roll
Disadvantage: Roll twice take lowest roll
Modifier: Modifier can be a straight number (+2) or can be a dice (+1d6), Bonus level up in the following
order: +1, +2, +d6
Natural Roll: When the dice shows exactly a number without modifiers. Ex: Natural 6 is a dice with the 6 face
showing
Explode: Natural 6 explode: allowing an additional d6 roll to be added to the total every time. 
Fail: Rolls of Natural 1 on the dice is a "fail" roll an additional d6 to determine the Level of Fail.
Level of Fail: 4-6 Success with Consequences, 2-3 Fail, 1 Fail with Setback
Bennies: Each character get’s one “token” per game they can spend to force any dice roll be rerolled
Goocher: When a player makes 3x Natural 6 Rolls doing any check is an automatic success
Target Number: This is the number you must meet or succeed to be successful at an action.
Stats: Move, Melee, Ballistics, Fortitude, Wits, Personality, Action Points, Health, Defense and Save

1. Speed: Distance a character can move in a Turn (typically 8” or 40 ft)

2. Melee: Bonuses to attacking with a hand held weapon (ex: Sword, Bat, Hammer)

3. Ballistics: Bonuses to attacking with a ranged weapon (ex: Rifle, Bow, Throw Knife)

4. Fortitude: Overall physical capability

5. Wits: Overall mental capability

6. Personality: Overall likability / persuasiveness 

7. Action Points: See Actions below

8. Health: This number represents the amount of harm you character can withstand before they are

taken out of the game.

9. Defense: This number represents the character ability to avoid harm. It  is  a combination of  the

characters Fortitude and any defense modifiers (ex: small target). An attack must meet or exceed

this Target Number to reduce the target's Health.

10. Save: This number represents the Target number to nullify a single point of damage as rolled by the

target. Ex: Humans have a default save of 6, where as they roll d6 for each point of damage over their

Defense and on a result of 6 the damage is ignored.
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Tags: Characters can add 1 "tag" to their character per level, this allows a +2 when the tag is applied to an
action. (Note character classes have defined tags to pick from)
Class: this is your character's role in the game (Barbarian, Rogue, Wizard, etc)
Species: this is your character’s biological classification (Elf, Human, etc)
Background: this is where you character comes from (Ex-Soldier, priesthood, nobility, etc)
Actions: There are three types of actions that can be used per Turn. Character each have "Action Points"
that they can spend per round (typically 5). Unused points can be gifted to any players that have not taken
their turn yet. 

• Full Actions (5 points): Delay attack, Full attack, Run away
• Standard Actions (3 points): Single Attack (melee or ranged), Equip Item, Cast Spell, Use Equipment
• Quick Actions (2 points): Move (walk or crawl), Lay Down, Stand Up
• Free (0 points): Drop item, Talk / Shout

Turn: about 10 seconds in game
Turn Initiative: before taking actions each Turn all players (and GM) Roll and take turns going highest to
lowest
Equipped: Characters can equip one item in each of the following areas: Hand x2, Head, Neck, Body, Wrists
x2, Fingers x10, Legs, Feet. If an items says 2 hands, then they must use both hands together.
Attack: Role the appropriate Stat (Melee / Ballistics) and add any weapon bonuses. Any number exceeding
the Defense target number is deducted from the target’s health. 
Damage: This is the pre-save number to be deducted from the target’s health number.
Consequences: Instead of taking damage, the player can choose to take a negative tag instead of deducting
from their  health score. Ex: Remove /  disable an equip location (soak 2 damage), reduce a Stat (soak 1
damage per), lose equipment (soak 2 damage)
Death: When a target is reduced to 0 health they are kills / taken out / eliminated 
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